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leader   fashion.   At   1705   hrs   about   25   birds
flew   into   one   tree   and   within   2-3   minutes   be-

came still  and  silent,  apparently  perched  to-
gether about  5  m  below  the  top  of  the  tree.

Owing   to   poor   light   I   could   not   make   out
whether   they   perched  in   contact   with   one  ano-

ther, but  all  must  have  been  within  1  or  2  m.
The   remainder   of   the   flock   distributed   them-

selves in  groups  of  5-10  in  the  crowns  of
neighbouring   trees,   within   5   m   of   the   top,
all   being   settled   by   1715   hrs.   Official   sunset
was   at   1710   hrs,   but   the   sun   had   set   well
before   that   behind   nearby   mountains.

29   Babar   Road,
New   Delhi   110   001,
December   18,   1978.

The  first   group  to  settle  into  their  roost  was
preceded   by   one   bird   which   gave   a   loud   call
"tea-cher"   repeatedly   from   the   roosting   tree
for   about   a   minute.   A   few   minutes   after   the
group   had   entered   the   roost   one   bird   left   the
tree   and   gave   the   "tea-cher"   call   briefly   from
an   adjacent   tree.   One   other   bird   followed   it,
but   the   rest   remained   where   they   were.   There
is   some  suggestion  from  this   that   certain   birds
may   play   a   dominant   role   in   directing   the
movements   of   the   flock,   at   least   when   going
to  roost.

A.   J.   GASTON
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12.     DHAMAN   (PTYAS   MUCOSUS)   AND   PARAKEETS

In   the   aviary   of   this   department,   40   para-
keets (Psittacula  sp.)  were  kept  for  experi-

mental studies.  On  14th  August  1979  at
11.30   a.m.   when   we   entered   the   aviary,   we
found   a   heavily   fed   Dhaman   snake   (Ptyas
mucosas)   of   about   8   feet   length.   The   snake
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had   entered   the   aviary   after   3   p.m.   on   13th
August,   probably   through   the   gap   between   the
doors.  The  snake  had  fed  so  heavily  that  it  was
unable   to   move   easily.   It   was   brought   to   the
laboratory   and   dissected   and   four   parakeets
were   removed   from   its   stomach.

TEJ   praksh   vyas
AVADESH   K.   PANDEY
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MISCELLANEOUS   NOTES

13.   A   NOTE   ON   NESTING   BEHAVIOUR   IN   THE   INDIAN   GHARIAL
GAVIALIS   GANGETICUS   (GMELIN)   (REPTILIA,   CROCODILIA)

Virtually   nothing   has   been   published   about
the   natural   history   of   the   gharial   (Neill   1971).
There   are   no   published   data   on   the   nesting
biology   as   such,   however,   Malcolm   Smith
(1931)   stated   that   the   clutch   consists   of   forty
or   more   eggs   (a   comment   which   has   been
extensively   copied   in   the   literature   in   the   sub-

sequent half  century  without  addition  of  new
data).

The   first   eggs   of   this   species   known   to   be
captive   hatched   were   collected   by   the   author
in   1  975   and   hatched   at   the   Orissa   Gharial
Project   at   Tikerpada   in   June   of   that   year.
The   eggs   and   hatching   process   was   described
and   illustrated   in   Bustard   (1975,   1976).

Bustard   (1976)   pointed   out   that   nests   are
dug   in   high   sand-banks   to   avoid   flooding   as
a   result   of   water   level   fluctuations   during   in-

cubation resulting  from  melting  snow  in  the
Himalayan   part   of   their   range,   and   gave   the
egg-laying   season   as   April,   whereas,   Smith
1931,   in   error,   stated   that   the   hatchlings   ap-

pear in  March  and  April.
During   a   detailed   study   on   the   nesting   eco-

logy of  the  gharial  in  Narayani  river,  Nepal,
the   time   of   egg-laying   was   noted   in   six   ins-

tances. This  occurred  at  2200,  2245,  2300
and   2400   (three   instances)   hours   respectively.

In   addition,   the   actual   nesting   process   was
also   observed   from   its   initiation   by   me   on
one   occasion.   Nesting   on   this   occasion   how-

ever, did  not  result  in  egg-laying.  The  female
was   not   disturbed.   It   is   not   known   if   it   was
an  instance  of  trial   nesting  or  the  female  gave
up   to   try   elsewhere,   most   probably   it   was
trial   nesting.   The   following   are   extracts   from
field   notes   recorded   at   the   time   on   April   13,
1977,   at   a   distance   of   90   m   across   the   river
through  6  x  20  binoculars  :

6.34  p.m.     female   gharial   started   to   emerge  on
opposite  bank  near  a  track  leading  to
trial  nests;  early  twilight.  (The  sand-

bank had  a  steeply  rising  portion,
height  2-2.5  m,  followed  by  a  flat  area
and  then  another  steeply  rising  bank  of
similar  height) .

6.35   moved   two   meters   up   the   steep   (45°
slope)   bank  and  rested.

6  .  37   moved   up   a   further    1   m   and   again
rested.   The   female   measures   about
3  m.

6.40   moved   up   1   m   and   reached   the   start
of  the  'platform'  after  the  first  incline.

6.43   moved   across   platform   to   foot   of   next
incline   (lower   here   than   where   the
trial  nests  are),  distance  3  m.  Moved
diagonally  towards  the  other  track.

6.45   moved   diagonally   up    the   second   in-
cline about  3. .5  m.

6.47   moved   up   a   further   0.5   m.
6.48   moved   about   2   m.
6.49.30  sec.  moving  further  up  the  second  bank.
6.52   digging   commenced   as   light   starting   to

fail,  night  fast  closing  in.  Fore  limbs
exclusively  used  for  digging.

6.55   left   front   limb   actively   throwing   sand
backwards,  So  far  only  the  front  limbs
have  been  used  in  the  excavation,  one
at  a  time.

7.02   has     not     moved,     still     digging   with
(only)  the  front  limbs.  Now  very  hard
to  see  (to  write  even).

7.10   now   very   dark,   still   in   same   position
but  not  possible  to  observe  its  actions.

The   above   field   notes   indicate   a   number   of
points :

1.   The   slow   progression   up   the   steep   bank,
very   reminiscent   of   the   heavier   turtles   (Che-
Ionia   my   das,   Dermochelys   coriacea),   hauling
ashore   to   nest,   (Bustard   1972,   Bustard   &
Singh   1978).   These   also   move   extremely
slowly   up   the   beach   especially   where   it   is
steep.   This   gharial   took   18   minutes   to   reach
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